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Virginia

Radus Software (Radus) announced today that it has joined the Scaled Agile Partner Program
as a Gold Partner. This worldwide network includes over 130+ service and tooling providers
who help enterprises facilitate and accelerate business results through adoption of the Scaled
Agile Framework® (SAFe®).
SAFe is the world’s leading framework for enterprise agility. It helps businesses address the
significant challenges of developing and delivering high-quality software and systems in the
shortest sustainable lead time.
“Working with best-in-class partners like Radus represents our commitment to helping software
and systems-dependent enterprises improve time-to-market, quality, and employee
engagement,” said Dean Leffingwell, creator of SAFe and cofounder of Scaled Agile, Inc. “By
incorporating SAFe into their solution offering, Radus is enabling the world’s largest
organizations become more Agile in the marketplace and more competitive in their industry.”

About Radus
Since its inception in 2004, Radus has successfully helped enhance federal, commercial and
non-profit organizations by helping them better leverage and modernize their existing IT
infrastructure and assets. Radus consultants have been helping clients with Portfolio, Program
and Project Management Services, Strategic Planning, and IT Lifecycle for over a decade,
representing years of accumulated knowledge and experience, gained through several
successful engagements, resulting in improved ROI and measurable results. Our consultants
have also worked with thought leaders in identifying Value Streams and Value Chains and were
very excited to see the use of these principles in the Scaled Agile Framework (SAFe®). We
saw the advantage in using the SAFe® framework for large projects very early and we have
been helping enterprises with SAFe® implementation since 2015. We have set up a center of
excellence to capture and document best practices from various client engagements and
mentor our clients through the optimal solution. For more information on Radus software SAFe
offerings, visit Radus Software
About Scaled Agile, Inc., provider of SAFe®
Scaled Agile, Inc. helps enterprises build better systems, increase employee engagement, and
improve business outcomes through adoption of Lean-Agile principles and practices based on
the Scaled Agile Framework® (SAFe). The Boulder-based organization supports over 130,000
practitioners of the Framework through training, certification, services, and a global partner
network that reaches over 35 countries. For more information on Scaled Agile and SAFe, visit
scaledagile.com.

